DIAGNOSTIC
SYSTEM
CDIF/3
PRICE LIST FOR KITS
AND ACCESSORIES

KITS
The basic CDIF/3 kit supports the function of serial diagnosis
(identification, fault codes readout, activations etc.).

CDIF/3 EXPERT is additionally equipped with tools enabling
the use of measurement and control functions, such as
oscilloscope, generator and controller. The CDIF/3 is a
universal interface and extra units like multplexer or adapters
are not required for its operation.

CDIF/3 KIT

SERIAL DIAGNOSIS

▶ CDIF/3 diagnostic interface.
▶ Software, including operating instructions, USB cable,
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

4GB microSD memory card.
Adapter J1962 16-pin.
Tool bag.
FREE tablet!
Lifetime warranty1!
6-month free subscription and technical support.

The user has the option to change a 6-month subscription
to a 12-month subscription against a surcharge of £95.00 excl. VAT.
Option available at the time of purchase only.

LIST PRICE

£1295.00 EXCL. VAT

CDIF/3 EXPERT KIT

SERIAL DIAGNOSIS, MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS

▶ CDIF/3 EXPERT diagnostic interface.
▶ Software, including operating instructions, USB cable,
4GB microSD memory card.

▶ Adapter J1962 16-pin.
▶ Power supply cable for the oscilloscope, generator and controller.
▶ Basic set of measuring and control cables: two measuring cables of 1.5m
▶
▶
▶
▶

in length with probe and two crocodile clips.
Tool bag.
FREE Tablet!
Lifetime warranty1!
6-month free subscription and technical support.

The user has the option to change a 6-month subscription
to a 12-month subscription against a surcharge of £95.00 excl. VAT.
Option available at the time of purchase only.

LIST PRICE

Entitlement to
lifetime warranty1

1
2

£1695.00 EXCL. VAT

6-month FREE
subscription

Continuous, uninterrupted subscription from the time of purchase is the basis for obtaining the lifetime warranty.
The prolongation of subscription by 6 months is possible only with active subscription or within the grace period.

Technical
support

FREE
tablet!

SUBSCRIPTIONS
AND ACCESSORIES
Users can purchase accessories and extensions for each kit to
improve and optimize their work.

Accessories/extensions allow you to make the CDIF/3 not only
more comfortable and manageable, but also to give your garage
the extra boost so that is has a lot more to offer to the customers.

SUBSCRIPTION

CDIF/3 SUBSCRIPTION
12 MONTHS

Entitlement to
lifetime warranty1

Technical
support

Software updates
for 12 months

Interruption of subscription which lasts over 30 days results in charging
an activation fee of £95 excl. VAT and in the loss of the lifetime warranty.

£295.00 EXCL. VAT

LIST PRICE

CODE 800000057

UPGRADE
TO CDIF/3 EXPERT VERSION

The CDIF/3 Information System can be extended with Technical
Information covering over 18 000 car models provided by one of the
leading data suppliers – Autodata from the UK.

Each CDIF/3 diagnostic system can be upgraded to EXPERT version
anytime. With the upgrade, you get access to a high-quality digital
oscilloscope, actuators controller and signal and voltage generator.

The price includes:

The price includes:

▶ 12 months of access to Technical Information Database
▶ Access to the following sections:
▶ ABS,
▶ DTCs,
▶ Component locations,
▶ Wiring diagrams,
▶ Air conditioning
system,

▶ ECU information.

LIST PRICE

£395.00 EXCL. VAT

▶ Upgrade of the CDIF/3 to the EXPERT version.
▶ Power supply cable (for direct connection
to CDIF/3 EXPERT socket).

▶ Basic set of measuring and control cables.

UPGRADE

SUBSCRIPTION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION DATABASE
SUBSCRIPTION

LIST PRICE

£495.00 EXCL. VAT

CODE 300000007

CODE 200100265

CDIF/3 BAG

HARNESS 80NBR

Tool bag for accommodating CDIF/3 or CDIF/3 EXPERT and a
complete set of basic adapters. Additionally, it fits a tablet or laptop
with a screen size of 10” or less.

Harness for the CDIF/3 facilitate your moving around the garage.
Additionally, it is made of a thick rubber to provide the device with extra
protection against accidental falls.

The harness is suitable for both CDIF/3 and CDIF/3 EXPERT.

Size: width: 31 cm, height: 22 cm, depth: 14 cm.

LIST PRICE

£35.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 200100265

LIST PRICE

£18.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 600100285

EXTENSIONS
The functionality of CDIF/3 is constantly enhanced by
introducing additional accessories increasing the comfort of
your work and possibilities of the system.

garage/repair shop conditions. Cables and diagnostic adapters
are manufactured by companies specializing in supplying
connectors and cables for the automotive industry.

In includes diagnostic cables, intelligent extension modules
and a whole range of probes, clamps, plugs and connectors.

Measurement instruments are made of special types of silicone
rubber, probe needles – made of hardened steel, whereas wires
incorporate purity copper, plaited to ensure high elasticity and
superior electric properties.

All accessories on offer must comply with high quality
standards and requirements to ensure long life under difficult

J1962 ADAPTER EOBD

POWER SUPPLY CABLE

For diagnosis of vehicles equipped with standard 16-pin J1962 connector.

Cable included as standard equipment to the EXPERT kit, for direct
connection to CDIF/3 EXPERT socket.

LIST PRICE

(For direct connection to CDIF/3 EXPERT socket)

£45.00 EXCL. VAT

LIST PRICE

CODE 200100135

£30.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 500100125

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER

MERCEDES 14-PIN ADAPTER

Adapter for serial diagnosis in vehicles with a non-standard
data link connector.

For diagnosis of Mercedes Sprinter and VW LT models equipped
with a 14-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£35.00 EXCL. VAT

LIST PRICE

CODE 200100135

£55.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 100205

BMW ADAPTER

MERCEDES 38-PIN ADAPTER

For diagnosis of BMW vehicles manufactured before 2000, equipped
with the round 20-pin connector.

For diagnosis of Mercedes vehicles equipped with a 38-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£55.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 600100155

LIST PRICE

£60.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 100175

IVECO ADAPTER

RENAULT ADAPTER

Adapter for diagnosis of Iveco vehicles equipped with
a 38-pin connector.

For diagnosis of Renault vehicles equipped with a 12-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£60.00 EXCL. VAT

LIST PRICE

CODE 800100245

£45.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 700100185

PSG5 ADAPTER

KIA ADAPTER

Adapter for diagnosis of injection pumps with PSG5 control units
and adaptation of PSG5 injection pumps in Ford vehicles.

Adapter for diagnosis of Kia vehicles equipped with a 20-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£65.00 EXCL. VAT

LIST PRICE

CODE 700100215

£55.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 500100255

FIAT ADAPTER

OPEL ADAPTER

For serial diagnosis of FIAT, Alfa Romeo and Lancia vehicles.

For diagnosis of Opel vehicles equipped with the older 10-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£35.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 400100225

CITROEN/PEUGEOT ADAPTER
For diagnosis of PSA group vehicles equipped with a 30-pin connector.

LIST PRICE

£60.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 400100195

LIST PRICE

£45.00 EXCL. VAT
CODE 900100145

Manufacturer:

Axes System sp. z o.o.
Ul. Raciborskiego 35
80-215 Gdansk | POLAND
www.axes.com.pl

Contact us:
WWW:
E-mail:
Online shop:

www.cdif3.com
info@cdif3.com
www.cdif3.com/store

Telephone number:

+44 01234 819339

NOTE:
All above prices are net prices. Applicable VAT tax amount shall be added.
The price list shall be considered a commercial information only.
Axes System reserves the right to change prices without prior notice.

